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RANGE CODE MODEL FUNCTION
M1 - 90 MAMC0004920 EN94VG Neutral Elements
ITEM
400 mm width worktop with sink prepared with tap hole on open stand
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
WIDTH (mm): 400
DEPTH (mm): 920
HEIGHT (mm): 900
WEIGHT (Kg): 47
VOLUME (m ):3 0.5
INTERNAL BASE UNIT DIM. (mm): 360x400(h)x900 mm
TANK DIM. (mm): 340x400x180(h) mm
TANK N°: 1

DESCRIPTION
Monoblock neutral element on open compartment, without drawer, made of AISI 304 stainless steel. 20/10 pressed top with front overflow edge,
prepared for head union with supplied watertight gasket. Worktop without flue holes and prepared to allow stability and smoothness of the cutting
board accessory. Top also prepared for the installation of the water column accessory. Top bottom with rear opening for water drain connection. Drain
trap included. 340x400x180h mm basin with drain hole located at the top right on the basin bottom. Appliance equipped with adjustable height
stainless steel feet.
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INSTALLATION SPECIFICATIONS

(AF) Cold Water Inlet:   
(AC) Hot Water Inlet:   


